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вые кластеры нашей  экономики. Темпы этой 
работы не должны снижаться. Я сегодня хочу 
объявить о старте новых грандиозных проек-
тов в сфере высокого передела наших сырье-
вых ресурсов и инфраструктуры, которая 
будет обслуживать этот передел».  

В числе этих проектов Президент отметил: 
«Важно приступить к строительству двух 
новых железнодорожных линий – Жезказган-
Бейнеу протяженностью 1200 километров и 
Аркалык-Шубарколь. Эти проекты придадут 
мощный импульс развитию Жезгазган - 
Аркалыкского региона» [3]. 

К 2015 году  за счет внедрения иннова-
ционных проектов железнодорожных магист-
ралей общий доход от транзита через терри-
торию Казахстана достигнет порядка $1,5 
млрд. [4]     
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Abstrast. Having considered the application of branding industry author came to the conclusion that the 
practice and theory of branding in Kazakhstan is poorly developed and poorly explored.  

For possession of an advantage over competitors in a market economy, we should not forget about the 
need for branding.  

The author thinks that in Kazakhstan there are many restrictions for the development of branding, which 
should be reviewed. 

 
The article describes the main directions of 

branding development in the domestic and foreign 
markets for goods and services. Based on the 
author’s research, Kazakh brands classification is 
developed, and the advantage of small and 
medium-sized firms, in the process of creation and 
brand promotion, is justified. 

Today, the term brand is given a lot of 
definitions, here are some of the examples: Brand 
– is a guaranteed quality plus guaranteed 
emotions.  

This is an active experience, taking place in 
the process of any communications between the 
company and its key clients. 
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Brand is a set of credible promises on the 
behalf of the product or service, which 
distinguishes it from the rest by means of positive, 
congruent, personally perceived motives, which 
are supported by logical tangible characteristics 
and properties of the product or service. 

Brand is a set of tangible and intangible 
assets, identifying the brand. 

Brand is a combination of names, symbols, 
statements, design and style that identifies and 
differentiates the product in the eyes of the 
customer. 

Brand is a promise which is based on the 
promises and is given regularly. 

At the present stage of market development in 
Kazakhstan, it is difficult to clearly answer the 
question of what a Kazakh brand is, what are its 
distinctive features and development directions. 
The situation is complicated by the fact that the 
majority of domestic and foreign marketing 
specialists have not come to consensus on this 
issue. Some believe that the branding in 
Kazakhstan is successfully developed, as 
evidenced by the widespread popularity of most 
large enterprises, such as Kazkommertsbank, 
Kcell, KazMunaiGaz and others. Others say that 
brands of Kazakh origin are just loud advertising 
statements made by domestic companies, which 
do not even have long-term loyalty from their 
consumers. This contradiction can be explained as 
follows: 

1) As mentioned earlier, the legislation of 
the RK has no clear definition of the terms 
"brand" and "branding", as there is no criteria to 
distinguish the brand from a trademark. 

2) The popularity of the branding concept 
leads to the desire of marketing specialists  to 
equate any product to brand, regardless of the 
level of quality, the degree of fame or the 
availability of emotional values. This behavior 
causes a negative reaction from consumers, 
distrust of any advertising statements referred to 
the brand of a producer company - the 
manufacturer. 

3) There are several historical brands on the 
Kazakhstani market, such as candy, "Borboris" 
and chocolate "Kazakhstan". The popularity and 
fame of these marks lead to the fact that the brand 
is often considered to be any company or product, 
which has existed on the market for a relatively 
long time. 

All the "Kazakh brands" can be divided into 4 
groups. It should be noted that in this 
classification only commercial brands are 
considered. The geographic brand names,  and 
personality brands, etc, are not taken into account. 

Foreign products and companies. These are 
the most numerous group. These include world-
famous brands of foreign manufacturers, which 
have a solid position in the minds of consumers 
around the world. These include companies such 
as Coca-Cola, Nokia, McDonald's, BMW and etc. 

"Adapted" foreign products / company. This 
group consists of, first of all, the goods produced 
by foreign companies, but adapted to Kazakhstani 
market. The manufacturer may openly enter the 
market and offer consumers quality products 
under a well-known brand, but with a more 
familiar name, or a set of physical characteristics 
(Rastishka curds from the company Danone). 

Kazakh companies / products that claim to 
have the status of the brand. We include all of the 
products into this group, services or companies, 
rightly or not, but the ones that claim themselves 
to be  a brand on the market of certain products. 
We can neither deny nor agree with the thesis that 
"branding on the Kazakhstani market does not 
exist" because this requires a thorough analysis of 
a set of products or firms to determine the degree 
of its branding. However, since this is not the 
purpose of this study, we shall agree with the 
opinion of many local and foreign marketers, that 
market brands in Kazakhstan are in their 
beginning stage and development, with many 
difficulties. 

At the present stage of development of the 
state and society, Kazakhstan is actively 
cooperating with foreign countries. This leads to 
the fact that the territory of our country's has 
imported goods from different countries, the total 
cost of which is more than two trillion of tenge 
annually. Thus, confirming the idea that a group 
of foreign brands of products / companies are the 
most numerous, therefore, we can conclude that 
the trends and directions of development of 
branding abroad, are also applicable to the 
Kazakhstani market. Let us examine this in detail. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the most striking 
trends in branding abroad is a widespread 
transition from the world of goods to the world of 
brands. In other words, the creation of a 
successful brand, based on a specific scientific 
approach, is less sporadic and is transformed into 
a strategic goal of most companies. The 
management of an organization, which 
understands the importance and value of branding 
for effective competition, integrates business 
processes under a common brand idea, to 
transform all areas of a strong system to be 
capable of resisting both competitors and 
fluctuations in the outside uncontrolled 
environment.  
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Thus, the brand becomes a strategic asset that 
is capable to attract more customers and generate 
profits for the company for a long time . The 
transition from development strategy and 
promotion of the brand strategy is also 
accompanied by a transition from a commodity 
orientation to a focus on the value that this 
product offers the consumer. 

On the one hand, this trend of branding abroad 
began more than 10 years ago. On the other hand, 
today it takes on new characteristics. The decline 
of some of the giants of the business, which began 
in the mid-2000s, shows the imperfection of the 
established system of brand building. The 
Western model of branding (strategy of "stand-
alone brands") is increasingly demonstrating its 
lack of viability in terms of mass communications 
overload. This strategy involves the promotion of 
each product on the market under a separate 
brand, along with a separate metaphysical value, 
independent of the corporate brand. Thus, the 
consumer loses a sense of integrity, trust and 
commitment to a particular brand, as in this case, 
there is no such important quality of the brand, the 
constancy and consistency. This is explained by 
the fact that in today's world, overloaded 
advertising messages and value-messages, the 
consumer is becoming more discerning and 
demanding. Therefore, in the opinion of the "guru 
of branding," like T. Gad, M. Lindstromand J. 
Kunde, only  the firms  with a clearly defined 
value-message will survive in a highly-
competitive market.[4, p. 45] 

Let’s assume that there are 3 companies 
offering their products on the market  Each firm 
produces three different products. According to 
the Western concept, companies promote their 
products separately from each other by using 
advertising like print ads, TV advertising, and 
various BTL activities, etc. Also, companies want 
to capture greater market share, so they try to 
diversify their activities, so they often offer goods 
that are not only in different price segments, but 
belong to different groups of commodities. In 
other words, as the case with Mars, the firm can 
produce a wide range of products, from chocolate 
and confectionery products to food for dogs. This 
leads to the fact that different brands of products 
of one company carry different values for the 
customer. Thus, the market gets 25 advertising 
messages with different value-messages from only 
three companies and their three products. In 
practice, the number of these kind of firms and 
goods produced is much more than we have 
chosen as an example. As a result, the consumer 
this confused in this flow of valuable-messages 
and it is difficult to choose the one that is the 

closest. In this case, the most effective model is 
the eastern model of building a brand. The 
company, which offers a variety of consumer 
products, but under one brand, is more likely to be 
heard in the market noise. This allows the 
company to establish a personal relationship with 
the consumer, by offering something very 
important and valuable. 

According T.Geda, bright trend of the market 
today is the emergence of transactional branding 
or  relationships branding. Branding is becoming a 
process of continuous communication with each 
client, and vice versa. Consumers are willing to 
buy a product from a seller with whom they can 
strike up a personal relationship than from a  
person with whom such relationships are not 
possible. Firms that use transactional branding 
strategy can cause a feeling of calmness and 
confidence among consumers 

Numerous sociological and marketing 
researches are aimed at identifying consumers' 
loyalty to a specific set of brands and the 
relationship between social status and consumer 
choice. Indeed, the choice of a product is 
influenced by many factors and often the level of 
income plays the least important role. In the 
framework of the theory of branding, it is proved 
that a certain social status and social role of the 
person corresponds to a specific set of brands, 
which allows it to maintain the status and the role. 
However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to 
determine what product categories are of more 
importance to consumers. 

A large firm, producing a large number of 
products that are not united under a common 
corporate brand, is able to win many market 
segments, however, due to the dispersion  of 
promoting efforts, the share of each product in 
each segment will not be high. At the same time, 
relying on the promotion of corporate values, 
small firms, win one  segment , but it is globally 
spread. 

In order for the brand to have a high value, it 
must be given direction, accuracy and clarity. 
However, this means that it is necessary to limit 
the freedom of actions in each product category. 
Emphasis should be placed on the uniqueness of 
the few products, rather than the usage of all the 
products. Today the market is moving towards a 
smaller number of more powerful and trusted 
brands, and the best defense is the saturation of 
brand maintenance and reliability. [3, p. 112].    

Thus, high-quality products in the future can 
become brands, but under present conditions there 
are several negative factors that hinder the 
development of the concept of branding in the 
domestic consumer market: 
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1) Perhaps the main problem of the 
Kazakhstani market is the complete lack of 
regulatory framework for the development of 
branding. That is, as mentioned earlier, the 
legislation of the RK does not have the basis for 
the brand development and management, as there 
is no clear theoretical definition of branding. This 
leads to the fact that each manager understands 
this marketing phenomenon as it is convenient for 
him or her at the moment.[2, p. 55] 

2) Insufficient development of marketing 
skills. Most of the leaders of Kazakh companies, 
when creating marketing departments, and 
developing a strategy to promote products and 
services, confidently declare about the usage of 
the principles of brand management. However, 
brand management - is much more complicated 
than just the definition of distribution channels, 
development of promotional activities, etc. In 
some cases, brand management at the domestic 
enterprises is based on a scientific basis, that is, it 
uses certain brand theory and methodology. Often 
these techniques are designed by Kazakhstani 
marketers, who mix the concept of "branding" and 
"marketing". 

3) The skeptical attitude of some leaders of 
Kazakhstan to western branding technology, 
despite the fact that they have proved their 
viability and effectiveness on the Kazakhstani 
market. In other words, despite the fact that most 
of the world-famous brands exist and develop 
successfully in the domestic market, many 
marketers and Kazakh managers of organizations 
still believe that the use of foreign technologies 
for brand building is not applicable in Kazakhstan. 

4) Big  investment in the promotion of a 
product on the market in Kazakhstan is 
compounded by a tax on advertising, that is, 
expenditure on advertising and brand building 
over the limit, established by law, increase the 
taxable profits of enterprises. It should be noted 
that in no developed country has such  tax, so 
mainly this is the reason why  the progress of 
domestic brands promotion is held back. 

5)  In addition to the lack of legislation in the 
field of brand relationships, it should also be 
noted that the Kazakhstani legislation on the 
protection of trademarks is imperfect. In contrast 
to the practices of Western countries, where the 
principle of "initial" trademark is practiced, while 
there is an adopted registration system for their 
protection, in which the trademark receives legal 
protection only after it is registered in the Patent 
Committee. Any novelty must be registered and 
must be patented in order for it to be legally 
protected. This exacerbates the struggle of 
domestic producers for their trademarks, and 

creates favorable conditions for the emergence of 
all kinds of counterfeit. When taking into account 
the speed of changes and activity of competitors 
in all markets, this problem goes beyond the 
"imperfections". 

6) Some uncertainty in the consumer 
orientation of the individual brand names is 
related to the fact that many domestic 
manufacturers of foods produce their products 
according to common recipes, approved 
standards, under the same names, sometimes 
without the ingenious packaging. At the same 
time buyers prefer familiar names, they do not pay 
attention to the manufacturers, and this 
complicates the identification of their trademarks 
on the market. This problem is closely connected 
with the existence "Soviet brands" on the market. 
An additional complication is the inability to 
register the rights to manufacture this product, 
because unique formula is enshrined in the state 
standards. The only way to get ownership of the 
brand name - is to bring some uniqueness to an 
existing recipe or formulation. In this case, 
however, there is no guarantee that the consumer 
will keep the old degree of loyalty, because the 
product will no longer be familiar. 

Thus, we see that today there are more 
problems than concrete achievements on the 
market in of branding today. However, despite the 
constraints, branding in the consumer market is 
developing, many domestic companies still turn to 
the international experience of building a brand, 
try to examine consumer behavior in order to 
determine the correct approach to the positioning 
of their brands. However, branding in Kazakhstan 
remains virtually unexplored with poorly 
developed marketing direction, both in theory and 
in practice. In modern conditions, that dictate the 
need to survive in the market and create strong 
opposition to foreign competitors, Kazakh leaders 
and marketers need to understand the relevance of 
this problem and begin to actively seek ways of 
developing branding in Kazakhstan. 
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Исследовав данную область можно сделать вывод что, брендинг в Казахстане остается практически 

неисследованным и слабо развитым маркетинговым направлением, как в теории, так и на практике. В 
современных условиях, диктующих необходимость выживания на рынке и противостояния сильным 
зарубежным конкурентам, казахстанским руководителям и маркетологам необходимо осознать актуальность 
указанной проблемы и начать активные поиски пути развития брендинга в Казахстане. 
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Аннотация. В статье проведен анализ эффективности использования программ автоматизирован-
ного бухгалтерского учета. Рассмотрены экономические критерии, которые характеризуют прог-
раммный продукт со стороны затрат и экономии ввода и использования программного продукта на 
предприятии. 

 
Для того, чтобы эффективно провести ав-

томатизацию, следует, в первую очередь, хоро-
шо представлять себе что же такое автомати-
зированный бухгалтерский учет. На первый вз-
гляд все просто и даже такая постановка воп-
роса кажется несколько надуманной, потому 
что автоматизированный бухгалтерский учет – 
это просто когда бухгалтерский учет ведется 
на компьютере. Вот такое заблуждение и слу-
жит причиной большого количества неудач-
ных попыток автоматизации. Следует осоз-
нать, что внедрение бухгалтерской программы 
эффективно только тогда, когда следствием 
внедрения является повышение эффективнос-
ти и улучшение качества ведения бух. учета на 
предприятии. Это может выражаться в: 

1. Упорядочении бухгалтерского учета. 
Если при бумажной бухгалтерии для получе-
ния какой-либо информации, например специ-
фической выборки оборотов по субсчету счета, 

требовалось несколько часов работы, то на 
компьютере – нажал клавишу и выборка 
распечаталась. 

2. Увеличении количества информации, 
получаемой из бухучета. 

3. Снижение числа бухгалтерских ошибок. 
Это очень важный фактор, если учитывать 
величину штрафов и пеней за сокрытие нало-
гооблагаемых величин, причиной которого, 
как правило являются именно бухгалтерские 
ошибки, а не некий злой умысел. 

4. Повышение оперативности бухучета. 
Если раньше, при бумажном бухучете, бухгал-
тера не поспевали за первичной документа-
цией и делали проводки с опозданием, а квар-
тальный и годовой отчет сдавался в последний 
момент, то сейчас это прекратилось. 

5. Повышение экономичности бухгалтер-
ского учета. Наша практика показывает, что во 
многих случаях, изменив применяющиеся на 


